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An exploratory investigation attempted to determine
how learning at work Actually takes place and in what ways learning
on the job differs from classroom learning. The study was based on
extensive observations and interviews over a 5-year period at two
manufacturing plants that implemented a computer-based system known
as Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP). (IRP is both a computer
system and a theory of manufacturing, designed to integrate
information from all aspects of a company's operations to guide
employees making production and inventory decisions.) The occupaticn
of planner was selected for the core study since a planner within an
MRP environmnt uses the system in relation to everyday production
knowledge. Thrce knowledge domains were identified: KAP as a
theoretical system, practical production knowledge, and functional
production knowledge. The study found the following: (1) daily,
everyday work activities are settings for learning; (2) without
extensive academic, professional, or even on-the-job training, people
can achieve conceptual understanding on the job; (3) how the
workplace is set up, not the presence of technology, enhances or
inhibits learning; and (4) because people come to their jobs from a
large variety of routes, educational planners need to consider
providing multiple and alternative educational forms as being as
important as trying to design the one best training program. The
study concluded that the workplace clearly is a learning environment
and that people can learn formal concepts through work, not only in
the classroom. (KC)
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KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
AT WORK

Sylvia Scribner and Patricia Sachi

This Brief is dedkvted to
Sylvia Scribner, a pioneer in
studies of workplace learning,
who died on July 20, 1991.

The emergence of new information
technologies in the workplace
requires workers novices as well
as expertsto use computer-based
systems on a daily basis. The rapid
transformation of the modem
workplace has created a situation in
which workers must learn new
systems of knowledge while at work.
This Brief summarizes a research
study designed to explore the nature
of learning at work.

To test the long-held assumption
that schooling is necessary for
effective job performance, we
investigated the impact of a
computer-based technology on
everyday jobs and on learning at
work. Since most studies of
knowledge acquisition are based on
learning in the classroom, we wanted
to determine how learning at work
actually takes place and in what
ways learning on the job differs f-orn
classroom learning.

The study summarized in this Brief
is based on extensive observations
and interviews over a five-year
period at two manufacturing plants
("Kemps' and "Intek") that had
implemented a computer-based
system known as Manufacturing
Resource Planning (MRP). The study
was designed as an exploratory
investigation and the first in a series
of studies to compare the specific
contributions of classroom learning
and workplace learning to mastery of
the same knowledge domain.

MRP is both a computer system
and a theory of manufacturing,
designed to integrate information
from all aspects of a company's
operations to guide employees

making production and inventory
decisions. The changes brought
about by MRP exemplify the kinds of
changes in job skills that new
computer-based technologies are
introducing into the workplace.

For the most part, MRP has not
created new functions or jobs so
much as it has modified work
activities and transformed the
conditions under which existing
functions are carried out. MRP has
affected iobs at all skill levels and
markedly increased tha intellectual
demands of what was once
considered unskilled labor. There is a
formal curriculum for teaching the
central principles of MRP, but the
introduction of MRP into existing
.,ccupations means that much of the
mastery of MRP's logic and
theoretical concepts occurs on the
job. This technology therefore
provided us with an instance of a
knowledge domain that is learned
both in the classroom and on ths job,
giving us the opportunity to compare
the effects of different routes to
masteryschooling and work-based
learning.

Until now, studies of workplace
learning have concentrated on
activities employers have explicitly
organized for the purpose of training,
such as apprenticeships or on-the-
job training programs. Our study
focused instead on how workers use
computers and achieve an
understanding of them in the course
of routine work. The inclusion of
"normal work" as a learning activity
distinguishes our approach from that
of other researchers. We are
comparing the educational
implications of two activities, working
at planning and studying planning.
only one of which (classes) is
institutionally designed to promote
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learning. One of our prime objectives
was to develop methods for studying
work from a learning perspective.

Our approach to studying how
workers achieved an understanding
of computer-based technology on the
job was to learn, ourselves, how the
technology fit into the factory
environment. We knew that the
plants did not function by MRP
alone, and that workers had to have
some grasp of the actual products
being made as well as the processes
involved in manufacturing and
production. The questions were: Who
knew how much about what? Do
MRP workers understand production
practices? Do shop floor workers
understand MRP? We attacked
these questions by thinking about
plant in terms of knowledge domains.

At the outset of the study, we saw
two critical knowledge realms (and
we know that others exist): MRP
formal knowledge and everyday
production practices. After
preliminary observations and
interviews, we added a third
areaknowledge of how to use MRP
functionally for work requirements.
We knew that some workers would
be expert in their knowledge of the
production system while others would
be expert in their knowledge of MRP.
How did these two culturally defined
systems of knowledge become
integrated tor workers in various
occupations? We selected the
occupation of Planner for our core
study since the key function of a
planner within an MRP environment
is to use the MRP system in relation
to everyday production knowledge.

Three Knowledge Domains
1. MRP as a theoretical system.

MRP has been characterized as a
theory of manufacturing. It exists as
a formal system of knowledge,
governed by central concepts. Its
objects and procedures are
generically defined, and the system
is content-free until implemented in a
particular plant. This is the
knowledge taught in MRP
instructional programs in community



colleges and classes sponsored by
professional groups-. To some
degree, w%..rkers need to u:iderstand
the formai nature of MRP.

2. Practical production knowledge.
The production system includes a
wide variety of objects that are in
continual transformation. The
production world is content-rich, and
there are multiple relations among
objects. Unlike MRP, production
knowledge is not formal, and can be
extensively detailed in terms such as
lead times, routing sequences,
weights, sizes, and kinds of parts.

3. Functional MRP knowledge.
Designed as a generic system that
can be used for any kind of product,
the classes and concepts of MRP
are by necessity empty of content.
When it is installed in a plant,
concepts and classes in MRP need
to be lined" with actual instances;
abstract concepts must become
concrete within a particular setting.
Knowledge of MRP as a theoretical
system is thus inadequate, in and of
itself, for effective performance on
the job. Workers who use MRP to
schedule production and control
inventory must become acquainted
with the actual material processes of
production in a given plant in order to
exercise judgment and handle non-
routine events that arise in the
course of work. Thus, expertise in
the use of MRP on the job requires
functional MRP knowledgean
integrated understanding of
theoretical MRP knowledge and
practical production knowledge.

The Effect of Work Organization
on Learning

Since MRP is a relatively new
technology, workers have learned
MRP from the ground upfrom
already ;_cquired experience on the
jobrather than through vocational
tracks in scnools. People have been
recruited to these jobs from the world
of work rather than from the worlz' of
school. Even those workers who
have upgraded their knowledge and
skills through some form of schooling
have done so because they were

working in MRP-related jobs,
acquiring en route training in MRP in
community colleges, vendor-provided
workshops, and through self-study as
they moved from job to job and
responsibility to responsibility. In
most cases, this additional training
was undertaken on the workers' own
time and paid for by the workers
themselves.

To understand how people learned
MRP and production knowledge at
work, we presented a set of quasi-
experimental questions, based on
observations of workers on the job
as well as extensive study of MRP,
to a selection of employees whose
work focused on MRP (material
control workers) or production
(production and assembly workers),
as well as workers whose jobs
demanded contact with both these
domains (planners). We included
managers and union workers in our
sample.

We found that differing employer
implementations of MRP created
work environments that offered
different learning potentials for
workers. In these two plants, there
were substantial differences in the
responsibilities of planners and the
content of their work, depending on
how each company had incorporated
MRP into its business and designed
the division of labor in its production
and material control departments.

Kemps is an electronics
manufacturing plant with a significant
inventory to manage, producing
7,000 finished goods requiring
20,000 component parts. At the t,me
of our study, Kemps had not fully
implemented the production oontrol
and costing model of MRP; as a
result, planners at Kemps did not
have access to updated information
about the status of manufacturing
and production.

In sharp contrast, Intek had a fully
functioning MRP system that the
company used to achieve efficient
production. All of Intek's planning for
purchases and production takes
place within a framework that
functions as a bi dget of the plant's

capacity. An MRP team drawn from
many departments regularly
evaluates the plant's performance
and the work of individual planners.

At Intek, a planner's central
function is to schedule manufacturing
ordersreviewing orders against
capacity, assigning them to particular
machines, and scheduling them
according to priority considerations.
Intek's planners schedule orders
eight weeks ln advanca, but each
week they review all orders in light of
changing conditions. In this process,
they tell MRP which orders can and
which ones cannot be changed by
the computer system itself. One
week before orders go into
production, planners'
recommendations are reviewed by
others in the group. Research,
judgment, and decision-making with
regard to orders are thus completed
through individual and collaborative
work over a number of weeks.

In contrast, Kemps planners are
not involved in scheduling. Their
central function is reviewing and
releasing orders for items in their
product lines when the MRP system
recommends them for release.
Planners can countermand these
recommendations, hut they do not
take control of the scheduling as the
Intek planners do. Further, although
individual planners cooperate with
one another to exchange information,
no collective activity is involved in
their normal work.

In short, planning at Intek is a
more responsible, broader-range job
than at Kemps, and this results from
the difference in the way work is
organized at the two companies, not
from the presence of MRP. The
different implementations of MRP
affect planners' responsibilities and,
in turn, the intellectual content of
their jobs. If normal work activities
are settings for learning, planning at
Intek and planning at Kemps have
different learning potentials.

Indeed, different implementations
of MRP affect the intellectual content
and learning potentials of all related
jobs. Given appropriate job
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responsibilities, it appears that
workers acquire conceptual
understanding through work activities
without any classroom-based
instruction. Some work activities, in
and of themselves, are educationally
rich. They enable workers to
approach problems on the job in an
experimental way: specifying
problems, developing hypotheses for
their solution, testing solutions, and
discussing these issues with co-
workers. We do not know whether
educationally-rich work activities are
substitutable for school, but the
evidence in this study suggests that
they might be. It is a hypothesis
worth pursuing.

Formal Knowledge. We found that
material control workers achieved
some mastery of MRP concepts,
whether or no: they had any formal
training in MRP. The supervior of
the material control department
demonstrated conceptual
understanding of formal MRP
although he had attended only one
weekend MRP training seminar. We
can only conclude that he mastered
these concepts in the course of his
work. The people who performed
poorly on questions about formal
MRP knowledge had little exposure
to MRP on the job and had no formal
MRP training. However, even those
who worked with MRP intermittently
were able to achieve at least a
medium score on formal knowledge.

Analysis of the performance of
both Kemps and Intek employees
strongly suggests that while formal
knowledge of MRP can be learned in
school-like activities (courses or self-
study), it can also be learned through
actual job activities, especially when
some features of conceptual
knowledge (quantity relationships, for
example) take on particular salience
in those activities.

Production knowledge. Production
knowledge requires both an
understanding of the production
system as a whole and a knowledge
of the concrete things that exist in
the production world. We found that
production supervisors possessed

the greatest depth, extent, and
richness of krtmledge along these
two dimensions, but supervisors and
managers in material control also
possessed deep and extensive
knowledge of these domains.

Although planners had the least
production knowledge, they had a
command of the basics. And it was
clear that planners' understanding
was not confined to the MRP system
or its model of production, but also
embraced the flow of the business
enterprise as a whole; for example,
how an order for a product comes
into the house, or what kinds of
manufacturing and assembly
operations are required to complete
the order.

Functional MRP knowledge.
Although people who use the system
regularly at Kemps initially learned
fixed formulas for solving routine
problems, mostincluding
plannersfailed to recognize when
these were not relevant and did not
use their knowledge to foimulate a
procedure to fit novel sizuations.
Production workers were wholly
unable to perform the particular tasks
we created, but material control
supervisors and managers performed
them competently.

With limited training
andcompared to Intek's
plannersrestricted work
responsibilities, Kemps' planners
have achieved some mastery of
MRP concepts and logic, but do not
display a deep grasp of its basic
principles. In fact, Kemps planners
exhibit the same profile across the
three knowledge domains. In
eachformal MRP knowledge,
functional MRP knowledge, and
production knowledgethey have a
grasp of essential concepts and
contents, but in each their knowledge
appears limited compared to another
occupational group within their
company. Since all planners included
in this study are considered
competent in their job performance,
we conclude that they can address
the requirements of their jobs at
Kemps without achieving deep

mastery of any of the three
knowledge domains.

Summary and Implications
Analyzing knowledge systems in

the context of work practices is an
enormously complex undertaking.
Because of the exploratory nature of
our investigation, this pioneering
effort has produced suggestive rather
than definitive findings.

1. Daily, everyday work activities
are settings for learning. When
workers participate in the
performance of work tasks along with
others, knowledge acquisition is an
institutional by-product: The
production of connectors also
produces people who know about
connectors and how to make them.
The knowledge individuals acquire of
a domaintheir understanding of
concepts and factsis closefy linked
to the specific nature of their work
activities and the design and social
organization of the workplace itself.
How we interact with people, objects,
and concepts shapes what we learn
and understand about them.

2. Without extensive academic,
professional, or even on-the-job
training, people can achieve
conceptual understanding on the job.
We have various strands of
evidence: Several individuals without
any formal study of MRP approached
formal tasks the same way as
workers who had had some study.
Intek planners with only some study
performed as well as the Kemps
planner who had been trained and
certified by the American Production
and Inventory Control Society
(APICS).

We found that some workers in
these two companies are able to
integrate MRP concepts with
concepts of usage, trend, forecast,
and production knowledge. Some
understand items not only as objects
to be ordered, but as parts that can
be constructed in a variety of ways.
They also understand that policy
considerations affect choices, for
example, whether to purchase or
manufacture a part. In other words,
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some of the workers understand that
determining how many parts to order
is not simply a math problem; it
involves an understanding of timing,
production costs, lead times, and
part types.

How the workplace is set upnot
the presence of technologyis what
enhances or inhibits learning. A
company that organizes planning
simply as a set of segmented tasks
will limit what its workers learn.
Whether in the workplace or the
schoolroom, what is emphasized and
encouraoed in the setting helps
people develop either a conceptual
understanding or a highly routinized,
inflexible set of responses. The
question for both educators and
employers is: What kinds of skills do
they want workers or students to
acquire?

3. Since people come to their jobs
from a large variety of routes,
educational planners need to
consider providing multiple and
alternative educational forms as
being as important as trying to
design the "one best" training
program. The learning of theoretical
concepts cannot be approached by
policymakers as an "either school/or
on the job" question. Many kinds of
skills that educators have assumed
could only be learned in school or
school-like settings are learned on
the job by people who possess no
formal education or training beyond
high school. That does not mean that
the workplace is the best place to
learn, or that learning on the job is
the best way to learn. But if people
can develop conceptual
understanding on the job without
school-based training, the workplace
is clearly a potential learning
environment. What educators,
employers, and policymakers need to
understand is how to tap that
potential.

To address the question, "Is
learning in the context of practice
more elective than classroom
learning9", one needs to specify "for
what?" Formal schooling and
nonformal, everyday, practical

activities may be substitutable for
each other with respect to mastery of
some aspects of a formal domain.
Policymakers who want to test this
hypothesis can develop
demonstration work-based learning
programs that provide the same
com;eptual tools as APICS classes.
A further requirement would be wodc
activities that promote the use of
these conceptual tools. In their long-
range planning for the development
of work-related knowledge and skills,
educators and policyrnakers should
not limit themselves to programs with
explicit educational objectives.

In conclusion, this study leaves us
with some unanswered questions.
While it is well-known that workers
acquire production knowledge
through work experience, we know
little about how workers integrate
abstract concepts with concrete
content. It is clear that, in the
modern factory, people operate in
parallel worlds: one is MRP; the
other is production. Some people
relate to objects through th.a
computer system; they know
representations of objects (e.g.,
#K-22-91, Others relate to objects
as thing:, (with weight, size, cost,
difficulty of storage, etc.). A planner
cannot be good unless she or he can
bridge these two worlds. How do
they learn to do this? What
knowledge realms do they access?
How do individuals construct their
understandings of these systems?
These are important questions for
further research.
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